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Abstract

The assumption that firms maximize profit has been widely used in economics to ex-
plain firm behavior and market outcomes. But the profit maximization assumption may
lead to incorrect predictions when firms engage in strategic delegation between owners
(e.g., shareholders) and managers (e.g., company executives) whose incentives may differ.
This paper examines firms’ collusion under the assumption that firms engage in strategic
delegation versus profit maximization. The experiment incorporates cartel fines for firms’
managers and owners to closely align with the United States antitrust regime. In addition,
this study examines the effects of communication between firms on cartel formation under
strategic delegation. The experiment yields three main findings: (i) strategic delegation
does not increase the total number of cartels when communication is allowed but may in-
crease implicit cartels when communication is not allowed; (ii) cartel formation occurs in
two distinct ways, with firms simultaneously choosing a low output for collusion or period-
ically switching off between high and low outputs to evade cartel fines; and (iii) cartels are
more likely to be formed when firms have different incentive schemes for managers instead
of the same incentive schemes for managers across all firms.
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1 Introduction

Profit maximization is a classic assumption used in economics to analyze firm behavior in a

market. From introductory classes in economics to the latest research, profit maximization

has been widely used to describe firms’ competition or collusion and to analyze the effects of

economic policies. However, in modern economies, ownership and management are generally

separate, so owners (e.g., shareholders) and managers (e.g., company executives) have different

incentives when operating their firms. Owners care about dividends paid as a proportion of

profit, while managers’ salaries are often determined by a firm’s “performance,” which can

be measured by profitability, revenue, sales, market share, or some other metric. This results

in different firm behavior and market outcomes that stray from the assumption that firms

maximize profit. For example, suppose there is a store with one owner and one manager, and

the owner states that store revenue will determine the manager’s salary. In such a situation,

the manager will attempt to maximize revenue, not profit. This leads to a higher level of

output than that obtained from the profit maximization assumption.1

The principal-agent relationship between owners and managers in a firm is called “strate-

gic delegation.” A principal decides how to incentivize agents to achieve the principal’s goal,

and the given incentives influence the agents’ behavior. Under strategic delegation, owners

determine their managers’ incentive schemes, which affect the managers’ decisions to compete

or collude in a market. Suppose managers operating firms always behave in a noncooperative

manner with other firms. In this case, strategic delegation can improve competition in a mar-

ket, yielding more output and less profit than under profit maximization. However, strategic

delegation may also affect the managers’ collusive behavior with other firms. Suppose firms

are symmetric in a market. If firms maximize profit alone, then the benefit of joining a cartel is

the gap between competitive and collusive profit, which is a fixed value in the market. Under

strategic delegation, firms’ managers do not necessarily pursue profit maximization because

the managers try to maximize their own incentives. The benefits of the firms’ collusion may

vary depending on how incentive schemes for the managers are determined. Thus, the rate or

method of forming cartels under strategic delegation may differ from the rate or method based

on the profit maximization assumption.

This experimental study examines whether strategic delegation increases or decreases col-

lusion compared to the case in which it is assumed that firms maximize profit alone. The

study uses a Cournot-type duopoly delegation game based on Fershtman (1985), Fershtman

and Judd (1987), Sklivas (1987), and Vickers (1985)–collectively, FJSV). The game has two

stages. Stage 1 is for the owners’ decision-making, referred to as the Strategic delegation stage.

It is assumed that owners are concerned with their firms’ profit.2 In this stage, owners choose

1Bloomfield (2021) finds that CEOs’ and executives’ compensation in oligopolistic firms with a market share
of 10% to 65% are more likely to be revenue-based payment schemes. He shows empirically that revenue-based
payment schemes for CEOs and executives increase firms’ outputs and lead to more aggressive market equilibria.

2To compare strategic delegation and profit maximization, “profit maximization” in this paper describes a



between P and R for their managers’ payoffs. Contract P grants a manager’s payoff in pro-

portion to profit alone, while contract R indicates that a manager’s payoff is determined by

a weighted average between profit and revenue.” At the end of stage 1, the chosen contracts

are announced publicly to owners and managers. Stage 2 is for the managers’ production,

referred to as the Collusion stage. In this stage, managers select whether to collude (C) or

defect (D). The managers’ expected payoffs differ depending on which contracts are given.

Furthermore, cartel fines are adopted based on the antitrust regime of the United States to

investigate how antitrust regulation affects cartel formation under either strategic delegation

or profit maximization. The cartel detection rate in the experiment is defined as follows: if

both managers select C, then there is a 15% chance that the collusion will be caught by the

antitrust authority.3 In this case, cartel fines are imposed on both owners and managers. The

owners’ and managers’ payoffs including fines are determined at the end of stage 2.

The experiment also examines the effect of communication on cartel formation under strate-

gic delegation. Previous theoretical and experimental papers have investigated the influence

of communication between firms on cartel formation and found that communication gives rise

to more cartels than no communication.4 However, those papers discussed firms’ collusion

under the assumption of profit maximization, so they did not consider strategic delegation

when assessing communication’s effect on cartel firms. This paper examines the effect of

communication on cartels under strategic delegation. Considering the presence or absence of

strategic delegation and communication, there are four treatments: SC (strategic delegation

with communication), SN (strategic delegation with no communication), PC (profit maxi-

mization with communication), and PN (profit maximization with no communication). The

SC and PC treatments have the Communication stage between the Strategic delegation and

Collusion stages. Table 1 shows the composition of stages for each treatment.

The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, strategic delegation does not generate

more cartels with communication compared to profit maximization, while it may generate more

cartels without communication, referred to as implicit cartels. The benefit of forming a cartel

is the gap in the incentives between collusion and competition. In the experiment, there is no

significant difference when a firm’s profit from collusion under strategic delegation is compared

to that under profit maximization, but the profit in competition under strategic delegation is

lower than that under profit maximization. The greater gap in incentives between collusion and

situation where each owner operates a firm without delegating decision-making about collusion to managers.
Assuming that the owners care about their firms’ profit only, a no-delegation scenario can illustrate profit
maximization.

3The 15% chance representing the cartel detection rate is adopted from previous empirical research. Bryant
and Eckard (1991) empirically estimate the probability that a cartel is caught as being between 13% and 17%,
using US cartel cases. Combe et al. (2008) also estimate that the probability ranges from 12.9% to 13.3% based
on European Union cases.

4Previous papers have shown the results of communication’s effect on cartels in several settings in theory. For
example, using a Bertrand oligopoly model, Fonseca and Normann (2012) find that communication generates
more explicit cartels. Fischer and Normann (2019) show that communication brings about more cartels even in
an asymmetric Cournot duopoly where two firms have different cost-effectiveness.
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Table 1: The stages for each treatment

Treatment Players
Stage

Strategic
delegation

Communication Collusion

PN 2 owners - - ✓
PC 2 owners - ✓ ✓
SN 2 owners + 2 managers ✓ - ✓
SC 2 owners + 2 managers ✓ ✓ ✓

*In the PN and PC treatments, there is no delegation. Thus, owners are players for stages. In the
SN and SC treatments, owners choose managers’ incentive scheme in the Strategic delegation stage
and managers choose whether to collude or defect respectively. The Communication stage is given
to players before the Collusion stage in the PC and SC treatments.

competition to form a cartel under strategic delegation may cause more cartels to be formed.

However, the experiment shows that the cartel formation rate under strategic delegation does

not differ from that under profit maximization. This suggests that greater incentives to form

a cartel do not necessarily generate more cartels and that cartels–both explicit and implicit–

may simply exist in a market to some extent.5 Thus, it is appropriate to use the profit

maximization assumption to estimate cartel formation rates, even if the assumption does not

consider strategic delegation in the estimation. While the rates of cartel formation under

strategic delegation and profit maximization do not differ, considering strategic delegation can

be useful when investigating implicit cartels.

Second, cartels act strategically to avoid antitrust regulations. Previous research illustrates

a cartel situation in a duopoly as a prisoner’s dilemma in which forming a cartel is described

generally as firms choosing (C, C) i.e., (collude, collude). However, this paper’s experimental

design includes an antitrust regulation. The results show that firms not only form “CC” cartels,

as theory predicts, but that they also form “switching” cartels, in which managers communicate

with each other and switch off between choosing C and D round by round to avoid cartel fines.

These switching cartels suggest that cartels may try to evade antitrust authorities strategically

to increase cartel stability, as Harrington Jr. (2021) notes. This study’s experiment shows that

firms may establish a different type of cartel in the absence of antitrust laws when cartel fines

are involved.

Third, firms are more likely to form cartels when one firm’s managers have incentives

that differ from those of another. Many previous papers have found that firms in asymmetric

markets are less cooperative and form fewer cartels than those in symmetric markets (Mason

et al. (1992); Mason and Phillips (1997); Fonseca et al. (2005); Fischer and Normann (2019)).

For example, suppose there are two firms and one firm is less cost-effective than the other. In

this case, one firm’s incentive to deviate from collusion should be greater than the other firm’s

5This result is consistent with Levenstein and Suslow’s (2006) finding that the sizes of markups are associated
with a cartel’s success and stability but cannot explain how many cartels are formed.
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incentive to do so. The difference in the incentives of forming a cartel may induce the cartel to

break up more easily compared to symmetric cases. In addition, previous papers have imposed

an asymmetric market situation on firms in a fixed manner, implying that one firm always has

greater incentive to deviate than another, which causes cartels to be dissolved easily. However,

in this study, owners can vary the contracts for their managers’ incentives every period. When

managers decide whether to form a cartel in the current round, they do not know which

contracts the owners will choose in the next round. This study finds that managers form more

cartels in asymmetric cases than in symmetric cases when there is uncertainty about owners’

objectives in the next round.6

Additionally, this research examines the effect of communication on cartel formation un-

der strategic delegation compared to profit maximization. In the experiment, communication

between firms generates more cartels, and the formed cartels last for more rounds than in sce-

narios with no communication both under strategic delegation and under profit maximization.

This is in line with the results that many previous papers assuming firms’ profit maximization

have reported concerning the effect of communication on collusion. This experiment provides

evidence that communication increases the number of cartels under strategic delegation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the prior literature on strategic

delegation and firms’ non-profit-maximizing behaviors. Section 3 introduces the experimental

design and treatments for the design. Section 4 presents the main hypotheses based on theory

and previous research. Section 5 examines market outcomes (profit and output), how and how

many cartels are formed, and communication affects collusion for each treatment. Section 6

concludes.

2 Literature review

Previous research has investigated strategic delegation models and found that the profit max-

imization assumption may not be correct to describe firm behavior. Baumol (1958) shows

that sales maximization, compared to profit maximization, is more realistic for explaining how

firms behave in a market when managerial incentives are based on sales instead of profit. He

proposes that profit maximization may not always be accurate for understanding firm behav-

ior in a market. Hall (1967), Hawkins (1970), and Amihud and Kamin (1979) offer empirical

evidence that managers have an incentive to maximize revenue subject to a positive profit,

which supports the non-profit-maximizing behavior of firms in line with Baumol’s hypothesis.

FJSV specify “strategic delegation” between owners and managers using a Cournot duopoly

two-stage game to explain firms’ non-profit-maximizing behavior. In stage 1, each firm’s owner

6Due to the uncertainty whereby managers cannot know owners’ selections in the next round, the managers
may place more value on the current round’s payoffs. In the experiment, managers in asymmetric situations
collude more in a current round and avoid competing in the next round more often than in symmetric situations.
This result is consistent with the finding from the experiment of Kreps et al. (1982), which shows that the
existence of incomplete information yields more cooperation among players.
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sets up an incentive scheme for managers. The incentive scheme depends on how the owner

imposes weighted values to profit and revenue in the interval 0 to 1. For example, if an owner

chooses .5 for profit and .5 for revenue, the managers’ incentives are proportional to half profit

plus half revenue. In stage 2, each firm’s managers then decide the production quantities for

their firms. In the two-stage game, if a firm’s owner chooses a more sales-based incentive

scheme for their managers, then the firm’s managers can gain a competitive edge over a firm

whose owner chooses a profit-focused incentive scheme for managers. The strategic choice for

owners will be the contract with a sales-based incentive scheme for managers. Then, managers

produce more aggressive output to maximize their incentives than obtained under the profit

maximization assumption, leading to firms’ non-profit-maximizing behavior. FJSV point out

that strategic delegation may bring about firms’ non-profit-maximizing behavior in a market.

Many papers have extended FJSV’s model by including more specific components related

to the managers’ incentives from the real world. Jansen et al. (2007) and Ritz (2008) add

“market share” to profit and sales in FJSV’s delegation game. In their model, there are three

contracts that each owner can choose between as incentive schemes for the managers. Two

of the three contracts are the same as the ones adopted by FJSV and address whether a

manager’s salary is determined by profit only or profit and weighted sales; the new contract

stipulates that a manager’s salary is proportional to profit and weighted market share. The

papers show that when an owner selects the market-share-oriented contract for managers, the

managers produce more output than when another firm chooses a profit-alone or sales-oriented

contract. This illustrates that firms may choose higher output than that obtained under the

profit maximization assumption, which is aligned with FJSV’s result. The authors also verify

that the result of a Bertrand-type strategic delegation model is consistent with the result of

their Cournot-type model.

Similarly, Miller and Pazgal (2002) and Jansen et al. (2009) consider relative profit between

firms as a contract for managerial incentives. Their theoretical results are similar to those of

FJSV but the contract for managerial incentives decided by a firm’s relative profit to the other

firm’s is added to their strategic delegation models. These papers also show that strategic

delegation may lead to higher output and lower price from the predicted market outcome by

the profit maximization assumption. Habiger and Kopel (2020) and Fang and Zhao (2021)

extend their strategic delegation models to allow for product differentiation with asymmetric

cost. In their Cournot duopoly models, managers produce output more aggressively when their

firms are more cost-efficient or when products in a market are less differentiated. This explains

that the market considering strategic delegation and the other factors above may differ from

that predicted under profit maximization.

Besides strategic delegation models, several papers highlight firms’ non-profit-maximizing

behavior. Dutta and Radner (1999) show a theoretical model where firms generally fail to

maximize their profit in both the short run and the long run. In the model, firms are incen-
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tivized to attract investment funds and achieve positive profit to survive market competition.

The authors find that entrepreneurs have an incentive to be more aggressive in producing

output to avoid going bankrupt and pursue positive profit, compared to the results predicted

with the profit maximization assumption. Oprea (2014) considers that firms are concerned

with their survival in a market and investigates whether the firms try to maximize profit. He

constructs an experiment with two hypothetical environments in which the survival rates of

firms are either high or low. The author shows that firms try to maximize profit if they have

a higher survival rate; otherwise, they do not maximize profit. This finding suggests that the

profit maximization assumption may not be appropriate to analyze firm behavior depending

on firm survival rates. Güth et al. (2015) design a delegation game that includes the cost and

compensation of workers’ efforts. In the model, the compensation scheme for workers is based

on revenue. Workers can choose their effort levels and production and consider their individual

performance. The research finds that the efficiency of delegating decision-making to workers

depends on the degree of competition in a market (interfirm competition) and the number of

workers in each firm (intrafirm competition). This shows that firms’ profit maximization may

not be achieved by managers’ competition within a firm or by competition with other firms.

A few experimental papers have studied strategic delegation. Fershtman and Gneezy (2001)

examine the effect of strategic delegation on agents’ behavior using an ultimatum game con-

sisting of a proposer and a responder. The proposer divides 100 points between him/herself

and the responder. In the game, delegating to an agent can be implemented by the proposer

or by the responder, and the contract determining an agent’s payoff may or may not be ob-

servable. The experiment’s results show that delegation for proposers (responders) increases

the proposers’ (responders’) payoffs if the contracts for agents are observable. If the contracts

are not observable, delegation may fail to be a commitment device for the proposers or the

responders. While Fershtman and Gneezy’s framework differs from the FJSV model, they

show that delegation and contracts for agents can affect the game’s outcome.

Huck et al. (2004) run an experiment to investigate the effect of strategic delegation on firm

behavior. Their experiment design uses a Cournot duopoly two-stage game based on the FJSV

model. In the experiment, each firm has one owner and one manager, and the authors establish

that there are two contracts for managers’ salaries. Contract A says that a manager’s salary

is proportional to profit only. Contract B indicates that a manager’s salary is proportionally

determined by profit plus a sales bonus. In stage 1, owners choose contracts simultaneously. In

stage 2, each manager decides the firm’s production quantity. The theoretical model predicts

that both firms’ owners would choose contract B and managers produce higher output than

the profit-maximizing output as a subgame perfect equilibrium. However, the experimental

result is that both firms choose contract A more often across the periods, which shows that the

prediction does not hold in the experiment. The differences between Huck et al.’s framework

and my research are as follows: Huck et al. examine whether the market output with strategic
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delegation is higher than without strategic delegation and analyze owners’ cooperation in their

setting; however, my experiment does not define owners’ cooperation, and instead focuses on

how cartels are formed by managers’ decisions. Additionally, another difference is that there

is no setting concerning antitrust regimes in Huck et al.’s experiment design, while the US

antitrust regime is included in my experiment to investigate how firms form a cartel under the

antitrust authority.

Du et al. (2013) extend the FJSV model to a “mixed duopoly” market with a profit-

maximizing private firm and a welfare-maximizing public firm. The incentive schemes for

managers of the two firms are described as a convex combination of the profit and sales used

in FJSV’s model. In the model, the public firm maximizing welfare produces more output

than the private firm maximizing profit. Du et al.’s experiment results show that strategic

delegation increases market output, as noted by several previous theory and experimental

papers. Barreda-Tarrazona et al. (2016)’s experiment uses a strategic delegation model with

two contracts for managerial incentives; one is profit-revenue based and the other is relative

firm performance-based, which is analogous to Jansen et al.’s (2009) theoretical model. Their

experiment allows owners and managers to choose parameters in a continuous space with

owners weighting revenue or relative performance and managers selecting output. The authors

show that strategic delegation leads to owners choosing non-profit-maximizing contracts and

managers producing higher market output than those obtained under the profit maximization

assumption, which is in line with this paper’s result.

Some theory papers have discussed the situations in which delegation may affect the stabil-

ity of cartels. Lambertini and Trombetta (2002) examine how delegation between owners and

managers affects cartel stability in a duopoly market. In their theory, each manager’s com-

pensation scheme consists of profit and weighted sales. The authors’ model allows for owners’

collusion as well as managers’ collusion. Owners decide the weighted values for sales and they

can collude with each other in choosing the values. Managers of the firms can also collude

with each other about firms’ production levels. In their model, if two owners agree to fix a

weighted value for sales, delegation may make the cartels that the managers form unstable.

Otherwise, it does not affect the stability of newly formed cartels. Spagnolo (2005) focuses on

firms’ collusion based on managers’ price-fixing corresponding to the real world. The author

uses a two-stage oligopoly game. In stage 1, each owner chooses whether to delegate decision-

making to a manager under a long-term profit-sharing contract. In stage 2, managers decide

firms’ prices in each period. In the game, the author shows that when managers are risk averse

and owners choose delegation, managers try to smooth profit. Managers’ smoothing profit

stabilizes collusion and thus increases firms’ tacit collusion. Extending Spagnolo’s result, Paha

(2017) considers managers’ collusive behavior if there is an external shock to profit. He finds

that if a manager’s utility function is concave and profit shocks persist, more cartels may be

formed and easily sustained.
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To examine the effect of communication on collusion, Fonseca and Normann (2012) compare

firm behavior with and without communication in an experiment. The authors design four

Bertrand oligopoly markets with a different number of firms (2, 4, 6, and 8) and observe the

price decisions made by firms. In the experiment, the prices selected by subjects determine

the firms’ profit and their payoffs. The authors find that communication increases the rate of

cartel formation, but the median-sized (four-member) market has the highest number of cartels

among the four markets. Cooper and Kühn’s (2014) experiment subdivides communication

levels from no communication to limited messages and free chat by treatments. The authors

show that delivering an intention for collusion may not be enough to sustain cartels, but

rich communication increases cartel stability. While Cooper and Kühn’s experiment focuses

on different types of communication, Bigoni et al. (2019) investigate how the frequency of

interaction affects firms’ collusion in an experiment. The authors design a duopoly experiment

in which two firms choose quantities in every fixed period, and random shocks can affect the

firms’ profits. The fixed period length differs across three treatments from 1 to 3. In the

game, a firm can see the prices determined by the chosen quantities, but it cannot know about

random shocks and the other firm’s choice. The experiment result supports the view that

communication increases cartel formation, as previous research has shown. In particular, the

result illustrates that communication is imperative to form a cartel under imperfect monitoring.

In brief, previous research on strategic delegation shows that owners’ concerns about profit

alone do not always correspond to managers’ interests about their salaries. Managers produce

more output to maximize their salaries compared to the output under profit maximization,

which leads to firms’ not profit-maximizing. Previous research shows that communication may

generate more cartels and that delegating decision-making to managers stabilizes formed car-

tels. However, it is not yet clear if strategic delegation increases or decreases cartel formation.

In this paper, I will attempt to answer this question.

3 Experimental design

3.1 Basic setup

The present study adopts a finitely repeated game in a Cournot duopoly. The game consists

of finite rounds, and each round has two stages. There are two firms, 1 and 2, in a market.

Each firm has one owner and one manager. Based on FJSV models, a linear demand and a

constant marginal cost are assumed. The inverse demand function p is

p(q1,q2) = 140− q1 − q2 (1)
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where qi is firm i ’s output, i = 1, 2. Marginal cost c is equal to 40. Denote firm i’s profit as πi

and its revenue as Ri. Assume that each owner is concerned with their firm’s profit.7 Further,

define Ui as the objective function of the payoff of firm i’s manager, i = 1, 2.

UP
i = πi = (100− q1 − q2)qi (2)

UR
i = .5πi + .5Ri = .5(140− q1 − q2)qi + .5(100− q1 − q2)qi (3)

In stage 1, the Strategic delegation stage, each owner selects between contracts P and R,

determining the objective function of the manager’s payoff. In Equation (2), UP
i indicates that

a manager’s payoff is proportional to the firm’s profit alone when P is selected. In Equation

(3), UR
i represents that a manager’s payoff is proportional to half the profit and half the revenue

when R is selected. Depending on the owners’ selection, there are four possible cases for firms

1 and 2; (P, P), (P, R), (R, P), and (R, R). (P, P) and (R, R) are symmetric cases where

the firms’ managers have the same objective function for their payoffs. (P, R) and (R, P)

are asymmetric cases where the objective functions for managers differ. Table 2 shows the

objective functions for managers’ payoffs for firms 1 and 2 across the four cases. The contracts

that the owners choose become common knowledge for all owners and managers at the end of

stage 1.

Table 2: Managers’ objective functions (U1,U2) after owners’ selection

The objective functions
for managers 1 and 2

Firm 2’s owner
P R

Firm1’s owner
P (UP

1 ,U
P
2 ) = (π1,π2) (UP

1 ,U
R
2 ) = (π1, .5π2 + .5R2)

R (UR
1 ,U

P
2 ) = (.5π1 + .5R1,π2) (UR

1 ,U
R
2 ) = (.5π1 + .5R1, .5π2 + .5R2)

In stage 2, the Collusion stage, each manager selects C (collusion) or D (defection) simul-

taneously. In the game, each owner’s payoff corresponds to the firm’s profit, while managers’

payoffs depend not only on which contracts the owners select but also on whether the man-

agers choose C or D.8 The outputs that the managers can select in stage 2 vary depending on

which contracts the owners choose in stage 1. Whether the managers select C or D in stage 2

determines how much output they produce.

For the symmetric cases where (P, P) or (R, R) is chosen, this study considers three sorts

7See Appendix A.1
8This study assumes that owners’ profit is independent of managers’ payoffs, in line with previous research

(FJSV; Huck et al. (2004)). Suppose managers’ payoffs are subtracted from owners’ profit. In that case, the
prediction, in theory, may be affected by the relative gap between managers’ payoffs and the profit, depending on
how the parameters for the demand function and marginal cost are determined. Since this experiment does not
focus on the effect of the relative gap on firms’ decisions but on how strategic delegation affects their behavior,
the assumption above is appropriate to simplify the description of firm behavior and a market under strategic
delegation. See Appendix A.1.
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Table 3: Outputs for the two-stage strategic delegation game

q2

P R

q1

P
C D C D

C (25, 25) (25, 38) C (25, 30) (27,47)
D (38, 25) (33,33) D (35, 30) (35, 47)

R
C D C D

C (30, 25) (30, 35) C (30, 30) (30, 45)
D (47,27) (47, 35) D (45, 30) (40,40)

* Bold numbers mean Nash equilibrium for each subgame in the cases (P, P), (R, R), (P, R), and (R, P).

of outputs to decide owners’ and managers’ payoffs: (i) (C, C) is a traditional way to form a

cartel that maximizes the joint profit of the two firms. In the game, the output-maximizing

joint-objective functions of the two managers is used for (C, C). Meanwhile, (ii) (D, D) is

the way for the managers to compete with one another, and both managers will maximize

their objective functions. Thus, in the case of (D, D), Cournot competition output is used.

Finally, (iii) (C, D) and (D, C) are the cases where one manager deviates from (C, C). In

these cases, defection output is used to describe an incentive for a manager to deviate from

collusion. For instance, in the (P, P) case, both firms’ managers have the same objective

function as UP
1 = π1 = (100 − q1 − q2)q1 and UP

2 = π2 = (100 − q1 − q2)q2. Using the

two equations, the output (q1,q2) for collusion is (25, 25), and the output for competition is

(33, 33). If firm 1 deviates from collusion but firm 2 does not, the output is (38, 25). In the

experiment, symmetric cases have three different outputs for collusion, competition, and one

firm’s defection.

For the asymmetric cases where (P, R) or (R, P) is chosen, it is more challenging to

describe collusion, competition, and one firm’s defection. For example, suppose firm 1’s owner

selects P and firm 2’s owner selects R in stage 1. Then the managers’ objective functions

are U1 = π1 = (100 − q1 − q2)q1 and U2 = .5π2 + .5R2 = (120 − q1 − q2)q2. In this case,

the Cournot competition output is (27, 47), but there are many possible collusive outputs for

(C, C) in asymmetric cases, as noted by Ivaldi et al. (2003).9 This study adopts “alternating

monopoly output” for (C, C) in the asymmetric cases. The alternating monopoly output of

each manager is defined as half of the manager’s monopoly output. From the example above,

firm 1’s monopoly output is 50, and firm 2’s is 60. Thus, the alternating monopoly output of

firms 1 and 2 is (25, 30).10

9Ivaldi et al. (2003) show that in asymmetric situations, it is not possible to find a unique collusive output
like a joint-profit-maximizing output in symmetric situations. In the example above, firm 1’s manager produces
zero, and firm 2’s manager produces 60 to maximize their joint payoff. The joint-payoff maximizing output is
(0, 60). However, one firm producing nothing for collusion is implausible in reality and cannot explain firm 2’s
incentive to deviate from its cartel. To solve the issue, Fischer and Normann’s (2019) experiment investigates
which option among several possible collusive outputs is close to the collusive output in an asymmetric duopoly
market.

10In Fischer and Normann’s (2019) research, the alternating monopoly output defines the convex combination
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Another issue centers on setting the positions of competition and defection output in asym-

metric cases. When (P, R) is chosen, the collusive output for (C, C) is (25, 30). If firm 1 defects

from collusion, then the defection output is (35, 30). If firm 2 defects from collusion, then the

defection output should be (25, 47.5). When firms 1 and 2 compete with each other, the

competitive output is (27, 47). The miniscule difference between (25, 47.5) and (27, 47) makes

it hard to distinguish competition and deviation of firm 2. To solve this issue, competitive

output (27,47) is used for firm 2’s defection output and (35, 47) is set for (D, D). This setup

allows for collusion, competition, and one firm’s defection output.11 Table 3 indicates possible

outputs for the two-stage game.

Additionally, this experiment includes cartel fines to describe an investigation by the an-

titrust authority. If (C, C) is selected in stage 2, there is an exogenous 15% chance that the

cartel is detected and fined. The size of the fine imposed on cartel firms is defined as 10%

of revenue, following previous research (Apesteguia et al. (2007); Hinloopen and Soetevent

(2008); Bigoni et al. (2012)). The profit of cartel firms decreases if they are detected. Thus,

owners’ payoffs decrease as fines cut their firms’ profit. According to the US antitrust regime,

cartel managers are also fined. Each manager’s fine is proportional to 10% of revenue to the

owner’s profit, which is about 20% of a manager’s payoff.

3.2 Treatments

This study compares scenarios (i) under strategic delegation and under profit maximization

(ii) with and without communication. There are four treatments: profit maximization with

no communication (PN), profit maximization with communication (PC), strategic delegation

with no communication (SN), and strategic delegation with communication (SC).

The PN and PC treatments indicate that owners choose outputs to maximize profit without

delegation to managers. Each group consists of only two owners in the PN and PC treatments.

The PN treatment has only one stage, Collusion, and the PC treatment has two stages, Com-

munication and Collusion. In the PC treatment, when each round starts, owners communicate

with each other for one minute. Owners can see their payoff tables during communication. Af-

ter the communication is completed, owners choose C or D in the Collusion stage. If both

owners choose C, they are fined in the case that the cartel detection probability of .15 is re-

alized. The size of the fine for each cartel firm is 10% of the firm’s revenue. For example,

of two firms’ monopoly output: wUi + (1 − w)Uj, where w ∈ [0, 1]. They show that an alternating monopoly
output of w=.5 is one of the closest outputs to the collusive output in an asymmetric duopoly market. Thus, this
paper uses the alternating monopoly output from Fischer and Normann’s result, which is half of each manager’s
monopoly output.

11The experiment setting is intended to describe that both firms’ competition is close to one firm’s deviation
from collusion in asymmetric cases. The setup considers that a manager with R has a larger incentive to deviate
from cartel than a manager with P. This structure is similar to the setting used by Huck et al. (2004). However,
Huck et al. use collusive and competitive outputs but do not use defection outputs. In asymmetric cases in Huck
et al.’s setting, the benefit from collusion of the firm with R (i.e., the disparity of payoff between competition
and deviation) would be scaled down. Considering the issue, this research uses defection outputs from collusion.
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Table 4: Owners’ payoff table for the PN and PC treatments

π2

C D

π1

C
1250, 1250 (85%)

(925, 1406)or
1025, 1025 (15%)

D (1406, 925) (1111, 1111)

Table 5: Owners’ payoff table for the SN and SC treatments

π2

P R

P

C D C D

π1

C
1250, 1250 (85%)

(925, 1406) C
1125, 1350 (85%)

(702,1222)or or
1025, 1025 (15%) 912, 1095 (15%)

D (1406, 925) (1111, 1111) D (1225, 1050) (630, 846)

R

C D C D

C
1350, 1125 (85%)

(1050, 1225) C
1200, 1200 (85%)

(750, 1125)or or
1095, 912 (15%) 960, 960 (15%)

D (1222, 702) (846, 630) D (1125, 750) (800, 800)

suppose owners choose (C, C). Then, the output for collusion is (25, 25). By the inverse de-

mand function p(q1,q2) = 140 − q1 − q2 and marginal cost c = 40, the cartel price is 90 and

the cartel profit for each firm is 1, 250. Since each firm’s revenue is 2, 250, the cartel fine is

225. Therefore, the cartel profit with a fine in the PN treatment is 1, 250 with 85% or 1, 025

with 15%. At the end of each round, payoffs, including fines, are announced. Table 4 presents

the payoff tables for owners in the PN and PC treatments.

The SN and SC treatments have the Strategic delegation stage. Each group consists of two

owners and managers describing two firms in a market. The SC treatment has three stages.

In the Strategic delegation stage, owners choose P or R. Owners can see not only their own

payoff tables but also the managers’ payoff tables in all four possible cases simultaneously.

The owners’ selections determine the table for the managers’ payoffs. In the Communication

stage, managers communicate with each other for one minute while viewing the payoff tables

offered by owners’ selections. After the communication is completed, managers choose C or D

simultaneously in the Collusion stage. Depending on the managers’ decisions, the payoffs for

owners and managers, including fines, are announced to everyone. Then a round is finished.

The SN treatment is the same as the SC treatment except for the absence of the Communication
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Table 6: The four possible payoff tables for managers in the SN and SC treatments

U2

C D

U1

C
125, 125 (85%)

(93, 141)or
102, 102 (15%)

D (141, 93) (111, 111)

(a) (P, P)

U2

C D

U1

C
138, 124 (85%)

(95, 145)or
112, 101 (15%)

D (148, 94) (88, 107)

(b) (P, R)

U2

C D

U1

C
124, 138 (85%)

(94, 148)or
101, 112 (15%)

D (145, 95) (107, 88)

(c) (R, P)

U2

C D

U1

C
128, 128 (85%)

(83, 150)or
102, 102 (15%)

D (150, 83) (108, 108)

(d) (R, R)

stage. Table 5 presents the owners’ payoff tables. Table 6 shows the managers’ four possible

payoff tables that vary according to the owners’ decisions.

3.3 The sessions

Each subject is assigned to a group before a session starts. For the SN and SC treatments, each

group consists of four subjects. The firm designation (1 or 2) and role (owner or manager)

are given to each subject at the beginning of a session. For the PN and PC treatments,

each group consists of two subjects who are assigned to either firm 1 or 2. A session has

sixteen rounds describing a finitely repeated game.12 After the sixteen rounds are completed,

cumulative payoffs from the rounds are given to the subjects.13 The experiment recruited a

total of 120 subjects, ten groups for each treatment, from the Economic Science Laboratory

at the University of Arizona, located in Tucson, Arizona, USA.

The experiment is programmed using oTree (Chen et al., 2016). The average running

12See Normann and Wallace (2012) and Embrey et al. (2018). Normann and Wallace show that the length
of a game in a finitely repeated setting increases firms’ cooperation. In Normann and Wallace’s experiment,
the cooperation rate of the 10-round game is 41% and 22-round game is 44%, which offers the grounds for the
sixteen round setting above. Furthermore, infinite repeated settings in Normann and Wallace’s setting show
higher cooperation rates but the result that the length of a game increases firms’ cooperation is the same as
the finite repeated setting. Additionally, Embrey et al. show that when the length of round is long enough,
subjects can cooperate until a threshold round in a finitely repeated game that has the only non-cooperative
equilibrium. This result indicates that finitely repeated games can be used for describing the rates of firms’
cartel formation.

13Normann and Wallace (2012) show that a finite repeated game is not affected by a termination rule.
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time for a session is 35 to 45 minutes, depending on treatments with different stages. An

experimental currency (Point) is employed to denominate payoffs. Owners obtain one dollar

for every 2,000 points and managers get one dollar for every 200 points.14 The subjects received

18.1 dollars on average, including a show-up fee of 5 dollars.

4 Hypotheses

Based on the preceding section discussing the experiment’s design and the equilibrium of each

treatment, this paper advances four hypotheses. The first two hypotheses compare the cartel

formation rate under strategic delegation to that under profit maximization. The hypotheses

are derived from the subgame perfect equilibria of the respective games. The game is finitely

repeated and, as argued below, the stage game has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium. This

means that the only subgame perfect equilibrium of a repeated game is for all players to play

the single-period subgame perfect equilibrium in each period.

Consider first the PN and PC treatments. The two players, the owners, choose simulta-

neously between actions C and D, as shown in Table 4. Each player has a strictly dominant

strategy to choose D in the stage game. Therefore, the unique Nash equilibrium to the stage

game is for both players to choose D. This implies that the unique subgame perfect equilibrium

of the finitely repeated game is to choose D in each period, for each possible previous history

of prior play. The result is an equilibrium outcome of (D, D) and a payoff of 1,111 to each

player in each period. The communication in the PC treatment is cheap talk and does not

affect the set of equilibrium outcomes.

In the SN and SC treatments, each period has two stages. In stage 1, the owners choose

the incentive structures for their own managers. In stage 2, the managers choose their outputs.

The resulting payoffs to the owners are shown in Table 5 and those to the managers are given

in Table 6. Consider the managers’ decisions in the second stage. In the subgame induced by

an owners’ choice of (P, P) or (R, R) in the first stage, each manager has a dominant strategy

to choose D. In the subgame following an owners’ choice of (P, R), the unique Nash equilibrium

is (C, D). In the subgame following an owners’ choice of (R, P), the unique Nash equilibrium

is (D, C). That is, in these subgames the manager of the firm selecting the R incentive scheme

chooses to defect (D) and the manager of the firm selecting P decides to cooperate (C).15

In the first stage, each owner achieves a higher payoff with R rather than P, no matter

which contract scheme the other firm uses, since 1,111 < 1,222 and 702 < 800. Thus, the

subgame perfect equilibrium in the single-period stage game is for both owners to choose R,

14See Appendix A.2, which includes additional assumptions to describe owners’ and managers’ payoff tables
for the experiment.

15As discussed in the previous section, these Nash equilibria for the subgames represent managers’ decisions in
a competition. This represents that when owners select (P,R) or (R,P), the manager with R chooses C because
he/she has more incentive to deviate from a cartel, while the manager with P chooses D since there is little
incentive to deviate from a cartel.
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and for managers to choose D unless their owner has chosen P and the other owner has chosen

R, in which case the manager with the contract P plays C and the manager with the contract

R plays D.

Since the game is finitely repeated, playing this strategy vector each period is the only

subgame perfect equilibrium of the repeated game. The equilibrium outcome is that the

owners of both firms play R and the managers of both firms play D in each period. The

outcome yields a payoff of 800 to each owner and 108 to each manager in each period. The

communication in the PC treatment is cheap talk and does not influence the set of equilibrium

outcomes.

Hypothesis 1.a. With communication, the cartel formation rate under profit maximization

(PC) does not differ from that under strategic delegation (SC)

Hypothesis 1.b. Without communication, the cartel formation rate under profit maximization

(PN) does not differ from that under strategic delegation (SN)

The remaining two hypotheses are about the effect of communication on cartel formation

under strategic delegation and under profit maximization. Communication makes it easier for

managers to exchange messages for cooperation. Previous papers show that communication

generates more cartels explicitly and reduces conflict between subjects.16 But most of them

have investigated the effect of communication on cartels without considering delegation between

owners and managers. This paper examines the effect of communication on cartels under

strategic delegation compared to the effect under profit maximization. The cartels formed

in the PN and SN treatments can be regarded as “tacit cartels,” and the cartels formed in

the PC and SC treatments can be considered “total cartels.” From previous research results,

it can be hypothesized that communication may induce more cartels than scenarios without

communication both under strategic delegation and under profit maximization.

Hypothesis 2.a. Under profit maximization, the cartel formation rate with communication

(PC) is higher than that with no-communication (PN)

Hypothesis 2.b. Under strategic delegation, the cartel formation rate with communication

(SC) is higher than that with no-communication (SN)

5 Results

5.1 Market outcome

This section discusses how experiment results (profit and output) are determined in the four

treatments. Table 7 represents market profit and market output in each treatment, which

16See Fonseca and Normann (2012), Awaya and Krishna (2016), and Bigoni et al. (2019).
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Table 7: Market outcomes by treatment

PN PC SN SC

Market profit 2,244 2,326 1,855 2,125
Market output 65.8 60.9 73.7 66.1

* Market profit(output) per round = all firms’ profit(output) divided by 160 (= 16 rounds × 10 groups)

(a) Market profit (b) Market output

Figure 1: Market outcomes over the sixteen rounds for all treatments

Figure 1 shows over sixteen rounds. For each treatment, market profit is the average profit of

each group having two firms during all rounds in one game, that is, the total profit of all firms

divided by 160, with sixteen rounds per group multiplied by ten groups. The table shows that

market profit under SN (1,855) is lower than that under PN (2,244), which is supported by the

Mann-Whitney U (MW) test result; p = .001 for SN and PN. Market profit under SC (2,125)

is lower than that under PC (2,326), but this finding is not supported by the MW test result;

p = .174 for SC and PC.

Market output under SN (73.7) is higher than that under PN (65.8), which is supported

by the MW test result, p = .001 for SN and PN. Market output under SC (66.1) is higher

than that under PC (60.9), but this is not supported by the MW test; p = .174 for SC and

PC. The results of market output are consistent with those of market profit. Therefore, the

SN treatment shows less profit and more output than the PN treatment but the SC treatment

does not differ in a statistically significant way from the PC treatment.

5.2 Cartel formation rate

First, this section compares the rates of cartel formation under PN and SN, and under PC

and SC. Table 8 represents the rates of cartel formation by treatments. There is no statistical

difference (p = .849) in the cartel formation rates between PC (51.9%) and SC (48.1%), which

supports hypothesis 1.a. The cartel formation rate under PN (.6%) is lower than that under SN

(10%). The MW test result between PN and SN is p = .045 and does not support hypothesis
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Table 8: Cartel formation rates by treatment

PN PC SN SC
PP/RR PR/RP PP/RR PR/RP

Cartels formed 1 83 16 6 10 77 39 38
(Cartel formation rate) (0.6%) (51.9%) (10.0%) (6.1%) (16.1%) (48.1%) (39.4%) (62.3%)

CC cartels 1 42 11 3 8 57 32 25
Switching cartels 0 41 5 3 2 20 7 13

Sample size 160 160 160 98 62 160 99 61

* Cartel formation rate=Cartel formed divided by 160 (16 rounds × 10 groups)
** PP(RR) means if (P,P) or (R,R) is chosen in stage 1, defined as symmetric cases. In the same manner,
PR and RP are asymmetric cases.

1.b. Table 9 also shows that strategic delegation gives rise to more cartels if communication

is not allowed (4.015, p = .046). This means that strategic delegation does not increase the

number of cartels with communication but without communication, it may increase cartels.

This also suggests that previous research using the profit maximization assumption, which

has estimated results such as the rates of cartel formation and those of cartel detection by

antitrust authorities, are still meaningful even if it describes a market without considering

strategic delegation .

Second, this experiment investigates the ways that firms form a cartel. Two different types

of cartels are observed: “CC” cartels and “switching” cartels. CC cartels are defined by both

managers selecting C, and switching cartels occur when each manager swaps between C and D

round by round.17 The existence of switching cartels suggests that cartel members are trying

to avoid being punished by antitrust authorities, and the members can form other types of

cartels in the absence of antitrust law.18 Table 8 and Figure 2 present the two types of cartels

observed in the experiment. CC cartels represent half of the cartels under PC (42 out of 83),

and they make up over two-thirds of the cartels in the SN and SC treatments (11 out of 16 and

57 out of 77, respectively). There is no statistically significant difference in the formation rates

of CC cartels between PC and SC (p = .643) but without communication, strategic delegation

generates more CC cartels (p = .045). This result shows that under strategic delegation as

well as under profit maximization, cartels can be formed in two ways: one is that two firms

agree with choosing (C,C) and the other is that two firms switch off C and D to evade cartel

fines; however, strategic delegation gives rise to more CC cartels than profit maximization.

The third point is to compare the cartel formation rates when owners choose the same

contract and when they choose different ones in the SN and SC treatments. Note that PP/RR

is defined as the symmetric cases where owners choose (P, P) or (R, R), and PR/RP refers to

the asymmetric cases where owners choose (P, R) or (R, P). In the SN treatment, the cartel

17In the experiment, managers as subjects talked about how to collude with each other in detail by, for
example, saying, “OK, how about this round I choose D and you choose C? Then we can swap the next round?”

18Jaspers (2017) presents the possibility of switching cartels that are generated to evade cartel regulation in
a market. Switching cartels are analogous to collusion by bid rotation in an auction market. See Aoyagi (2003)
and Rachmilevitch (2013).
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(a) CC cartels (b) Switching cartels

* CC cartels are when both managers choose C.
** Switching cartels indicates alternating their choices every round, such as (C,D), (D,C), (C,D) and so on.

Figure 2: CC and switching cartel formation rates over the sixteen rounds for all treatments

formation rate in the PR/RP cases (16.1%) is higher than in the PP/RR cases (6.1%). In

the SC treatment, the cartel formation rate in the PR/RP cases (62.3%) is higher than in the

PP/RR cases (39.4%). These comparisons show that more cartels are formed in PP/RR cases,

which is supported by the MW test results (p=.041 in SN and p=.005 in SC).19 This means

that under strategic delegation, managers form more cartels when owners choose different

contracts for the managers’ incentives, instead of the same one.

In the experiment, the comparison of the rates of cartel formation between symmetric and

asymmetric environments differs from previous papers.20 This difference originates from the

way in which an asymmetric environment is designed in a market. Previous research sets a

“fixed” asymmetric duopoly situation in a market such that one firm is always more cost-

efficient than the other. In that case, if the two firms collude, then one firm always has more

incentives to deviate from collusion than the other. The gap in those incentives leads the

cartel to be less stable. As suggested by Dutta and Radner (1999), however, such a “fixed”

asymmetric situation is hard to sustain in a market. This study allows owners to change their

selections, which may bring about changing asymmetric situations between firms’ managers

every round. This suggests that managers are uncertain about their owners’ selections in the

next round when the managers are choosing between C and D in the current round.21

19Panel (b) in Table A1 also shows the statistical significance.
20Ivaldi et al. (2003) verify that asymmetric situations hinder firms’ collusion. Mason et al. (1992), Mason

and Phillips (1997), and Fonseca et al. (2005) also show that an asymmetric duopoly environment yields fewer
cartels compared to symmetric cases.

21Table 6 shows different incentives for two managers to deviate from collusion in the case that (P, R) or (R, P)
is chosen. Suppose (P, R) is chosen. The gap in the payoffs of firm 1’s manager between collusion and defection is
148-(.85×138+.15×112)=13.9. In the case of firm 2’s manager, the payoff gap is 145-(.85×124+.15×101)=24.5.
These gaps show that firm 2’s manager has more incentive (24.5) to deviate from collusion than firm 1’s manager
(13.9). If (R, P) is chosen, firm 1’s manager is more likely to deviate from collusion than firm 2’s. Depending
on the way that owners change their selections between P and R every round, managers’ incentives to deviate
from collusion will also change.
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Table 9: Regression result for cartel formation

Cartel formation
(1) (2)

Strategic Delegation (SD) 4.075** 0.706
(2.041) (2.286)

Comm. 7.996*** 3.974*
(2.335) (2.409)

SD × Comm. -4.371* 0.125
(2.502) (2.797)

Round 0.026 -0.819***
(0.053) (0.050)

Round × SD 0.840***
(0.137)

Round × Comm. 0.920***
(0.096)

Round × SD × Comm. -0.973***
(0.179)

Constant -8.111*** -4.722**
(2.227) (2.122)

Observations (group) 40 40

5.3 Communication’s effect

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 discussed market outcomes (profit and output) and cartel formation rates

under strategic delegation compared to profit maximization. This section examines communi-

cation’s effect on the formation and duration of cartels. Figure 3(a) shows the formation rates

of all the cartels (CC cartels + switching cartels) over the sixteen rounds. The average rate of

cartel formation in PC (51.9%) is higher than that in PN (.6%), and the average rate of cartel

formation in SC (48.1%) is higher than that in SN (10.0%). The MW test results show that

communication treatments generate more cartels than no-communication treatments; p = .001

for PC and PN, and p = .062 for SC and SN, which supports hypotheses 2.a and 2.b.22

Figure 3(b) indicates the duration of a cartel.23 Cartel duration is defined as the number

of rounds from cartel birth to death on average, in each treatment. The cartel duration in PC

(5.8) is higher than that in PN (.2), and the cartel duration in SC (5.7) is higher than that

in SN (1.7). The MW test results for both comparisons are statistically significant; p = .001

for PC versus PN, and p = .062 for SC versus SN. Thus, both under strategic delegation and

profit maximization, communication enables cartels to last for more rounds in comparison to

22The experiment compares the effect of communication on cartels under strategic delegation and under
profit maximization. Strategic delegation treatments also involve an asymmetric duopoly setting. As discussed
in Section 5.2, there are two types of cartels in the experiment: CC and switching cartels. Communication
increases both types of cartels. There are more CC cartels in PC (26.3%) than in PN (.6%). CC cartels in SC
(35.6%) are higher than in SN (6.9%). Further, communication generates more switching cartels, as seen when
comparing PC and PN (25.6% vs. 0%) and SC and SN(12.5% vs. 3.1%).

23Previous research is consistent with this experiment’s result. Harrington Jr. and Wei (2017) examine cartel
duration using a Bayesian approach. They set up a theoretical model to describe cartel duration and compare
the theoretical result to the estimated cartel duration based on US cartel data from 1960 to 1985. The average
cartel duration is estimated as 3.6 to 5.5 rounds in the case that the cartel detection rate is .15, and US cartel
data shows that the average cartel duration is 5.8 years.
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(a) Total cartels (CC + Switching) (b) Cartel duration

* Cartel duration is the average length of rounds that a cartel last in each treatment.

Figure 3: The effect of communication on cartel formation

the case without communication.

6 Conclusion

The separation of ownership and management is commonplace in today’s economy, and man-

agers are the ones who ultimately operate firms. Thus, firms are not always managed in a way

as to maximize profit because various indexes of firms’ performance, not simply profit, typically

determine the managers’ incentives. Considering that managers are also directly involved in

forming cartels, delegating decision-making to managers may lead to different collusion results

than those obtained under a profit maximization assumption. This research examined the ways

in which strategic delegation between owners and managers affects firms’ cartel formation.

The study designed lab experiments to compare firms’ collusion under strategic delegation

versus profit maximization. Furthermore, it investigated the effect of communication on cartel

formation under strategic delegation versus profit maximization. Four hypotheses were derived

from this two-by-two setting: (1) when communication is allowed, the cartel formation rate

under strategic delegation does not differ from that under profit maximization; (2) when com-

munication is not allowed, the cartel formation rate under strategic delegation does not differ

from that under profit maximization; (3) under strategic delegation, communication gener-

ates more cartels than no communication; and (4) under profit maximization, communication

generates more cartels than no communication.

The four hypotheses yielded the following results: (i) with communication, strategic dele-

gation does not generate more cartels than profit maximization, supporting (1); (ii) however,

without communication, strategic delegation gives rise to more cartels than profit maximiza-

tion, which does not support (2); and (iii) communication increases the formation rates and

longevity of the cartels under strategic delegation and under profit maximization, supporting

(3) and (4).
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The main finding is that with communication, strategic delegation does not increase the

number of cartels but without communication, it may generate more cartels. This means

that strategic delegation does not change cartel formation, and thus previous findings of the

literature on the total number of cartels formed under a profit maximization assumption are

meaningful even though they do not consider strategic delegation. However, the result also

shows that there may be more implicit cartels in a market and that the profit maximization

assumption would underestimate the existence of implicit cartels.

In terms of the incentives of cartel formation, the above result also suggests that greater

collusion incentives from firms do not necessarily increase cartel formation rates. In the ex-

periment, the gap in profits between collusion and competition under strategic delegation was

larger than that under profit maximization. This means that a market under strategic delega-

tion could be more competitive and that the incentive to form a cartel is higher compared to

a market under the profit maximization assumption. However, the experimental result shows

that there are no statistically significant differences in the cartel formation rates under strate-

gic delegation and under profit maximization. These results shed light on the possibility that a

certain number of cartels will simply exist in a market and that a seemingly more competitive

market does not guarantee fewer cartels in the market.

In addition, this study illustrated one way of forming a cartel to evade antitrust laws.

The experiment adopted cartel fines and a 15% likelihood that antitrust authorities would

detect a cartel. The experimental result shows that cartels can be formed not only when

firms agree to produce low (collusive) output, but also when they alternate between low and

high (defective) output every round. The second strategy reflects cartels’ attempts to evade

antitrust authorities’ regulation. While many previous papers have considered bid rigging in

auctions, switching cartels in a market setting have rarely been discussed in economics. This

study explained how cartels can be formed in more ways than normally assumed in economics

to avoid antitrust regulation.

Furthermore, this research showed that firms may form more cartels in asymmetric market

situations. Previous research has addressed two asymmetric firms’ cartels under the assumption

that the firms face “fixed” asymmetricity in every period. When the two firms collude in such

a situation, one has a greater incentive to deviate from collusion than the other. Thus, it is

conventional wisdom that cartels may be broken more easily in asymmetric settings. However,

in this study, owners could determine whether a market was symmetric or asymmetric by

choosing their managers’ incentive schemes in each period. The owners’ ability to change

their choices in different rounds made it difficult for managers to predict whether the market

situation would be symmetric or asymmetric in the next period. As a result, the uncertainty

about owners’ selection in the next round led managers to form more cartels. This study found

that managers form more cartels when they are in asymmetric market situations compared to

when the market is symmetric.
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Lastly, this study examined whether communication between firms generates more cartels

under strategic delegation. While many previous papers have shown the effect of communi-

cation on cartels using a framework that assumes firms maximize profits independently, this

research examined the effect of communication on cartel formation using strategic delegation

from the outset. The result shows that communication generates more cartels and enables

them to last longer than no communication under strategic delegation, which is consistent

with the result under profit maximization.
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Appendix

A Strategic delegation game for the experiment

This chapter introduces (i) assumptions for owners in the experiment and (ii) some issues

about a manager’s payoffs if R is chosen.

A.1 Assumptions for owners

The game in this paper is based on the two-stage duopoly game from the FJSV papers. In

the FJSV game, there are two firms in a market. Each firm has one owner and one manager.

The inverse demand function is P(q1,q2) = a − q1 − q2 and marginal cost is c. There are

two stages. In stage 1, each owner selects a contract for his/her manager’s incentives, either

P or R. In stage 2, each manager chooses a output to maximize their payoff. If P is chosen

in stage 1, the payoff for firm i ’s manager is decided by πi = (a − q1 − q2 − c)qi for i = 1, 2.

If R is chosen in stage 1, the payoff for firm i ’s manager is determined by λiπi + (1 − λi)Ri

where Ri = (a−q1−q2)qi for i = 1, 2. (λ1, λ2) vary depending on owners’ expectations about

whether managers collude or compete.24 If owners expect that managers collude with each

other, then λ1 > 1 and λ2 > 1. To set 0 ≦ λi ≦ 1 for i = 1, 2, the theoretical framework in the

experiment restrict owners’ expectation as follows:

Assumption 1. Owners expect that managers compete with each other.

To describe contract R in the experiment, this paper uses subgame perfect equilibrium

weighted values (λ∗1 , λ
∗
2) from the case that (R, R) is chosen. For calculating the values (λ∗1 , λ

∗
2),

suppose both owners of firms 1 and 2 select the same contract R. Then, each firm’s manager

has an objective function, such as Equation (2) or (3) from the Section 3.1 basic setup. By

backward induction, in stage 2, q1 and q2 are decided to maximize managers’ incentives. Thus,

the managers’ objective functions, U1 and U2, should satisfy the first-order conditions with

respect to q1 and q2, which are denoted as F1 and F2 as follows:

F1 =
∂U1

∂q1
= a− 2q1 − q2 − cλ1 = 0

F2 =
∂U2

∂q2
= a− 2q2 − q1 − cλ2 = 0

(4)

In stage 1, the owners of firms 1 and 2 individually decide λ1 and λ2 to maximize π1 and π2

simultaneously. Using the differentiability of the best response curves q1 and q2 with respect

to λ1 and λ2, the first-order conditions are:

24See Lambertini and Trombetta (2002).
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∂π1

∂λ1
= (a− c− 2q1 − q2)

∂q1

∂λ1
− q1

∂q2

∂λ1
= 0

∂π2

∂λ2
= (a− c− 2q2 − q1)

∂q2

∂λ2
− q2

∂q1

∂λ2
= 0

(5)

A Jacobian matrix,

[
∂F1
∂q1

∂F1
∂q2

∂F2
∂q1

∂F2
∂q2

]
, and its determinant can be derived by the implicit func-

tion theorem. Define the determinant as J. By Cramer’s rule, ∂q1

∂λ1
and ∂q2

∂λ1
are obtained:

∂q1

∂λ1
= −

1

J
det

[
∂F1
∂λ1

∂F1
∂q2

∂F2
∂λ1

∂F2
∂q2

]
=
2

J

∂q2

∂λ1
= −

1

J
det

[
∂F1
∂q1

∂F1
∂λ1

∂F2
∂q1

∂F2
∂λ1

]
=−

1

J

(6)

In the same way, ∂q2

∂λ2
and ∂q1

∂λ2
are derived. Solving (4), (5), and (6) provide λ∗1 = λ∗2 = 6c−a

5c .

To prevent negative λ1 and λ2, another assumption is added.

Assumption 2. a is satisfied with 6c > a > c where c > 0.

Therefore, in the experiment, contract P indicates UP
i = πi and contract R represents that

UR
i = .5πi + .5Ri for i = 1, 2. Using a = 140 and c = 40, λ∗1 = λ∗2 = .5.

A.2 Assumptions for managers

There are two additional assumptions related to managers’ payoffs. The third assumption

is that owners’ profits are independent of managers’ payoffs. Otherwise, the proportion of

managers’ payoffs to owners’ profits affects owners’ decisions and parameters vary depending

on how a and c are chosen. In the real world, a manager’s payoff is significantly smaller than

the profits of firms. To focus on firm behavior described by owners’ and managers’ selections

and to ensure that there is no change in owners’ and managers’ selection due to changes in

parameters, this study assumes:

Assumption 3. Each owner’s payoff is independent of their manager’s payoff.

The fourth assumption appertains to the size of managers’ payoffs. Suppose that an owner

selects R. Then, their manager’s payoff is decided by profit and revenue. Because revenue is

larger than profit unless cost is zero, a manager’s payoff under R is always larger than those

under P. This would affect owners’ decisions in stage 1. For this reason, this study applies

a negative fixed payment to managers’ payoffs, adopted by Huck et al. (2004). The negative

fixed payment is the gap in the average of managers’ payoffs when an owner chooses R and

when both owners choose P. For example, suppose (R, R) is chosen. Then, UR
1 = .5π1+ .5R1 =

(120− q1 − q2)q1 and UR
2 = .5π2 + .5R2 = (120− q1 − q2)q2. From Table 3, the outputs that
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managers of firms 1 and 2 can choose are (30, 30), (30, 45), (45, 30), and (40, 40). Then, the

calculations for half profit plus half revenue from the four possible outputs are 1800, 1350, 2025,

and 1600. The average of the four numbers is 1694. In the same way, the average of profits in

the (P, P) case is 1173. Thus, the gap between (R, R) and (P, P) is 1694−1173 = 521. This 521

can be used as a negative fixed payment for adjustment. Then, the adjusted calculations are

1279, 829, 1504, and 1079. The negative payment does not affect equilibria for subgames. In

the experiment, to prevent any situations where an owner’s profit is smaller than a manager’s

payoff, .1 is multiplied to the adjusted values. As a result, the adjusted payoffs for managers

are 128, 83, 150, and 108, which are displayed in Table 6.

Assumption 4. Managers’ expected payoffs for each case are constant regardless of owners’

selections.
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B Regression (CC cartels and Asymmetric cases)

This section includes the regression results supporting Section 5.2. Table A1 (a) shows logit

regression results about the formation rates of CC cartels. The results show that strategic

delegation and communication generate more CC cartels. Panel (b) represents the effect of

“asymmetric cases” on cartel formation rates. Asymmetric cases are defined as situations where

owners choose (P, R) or (R, P) in stage 1 in the SN and SC treatments. In the experiment,

more cartels are formed in asymmetric cases than in symmetric cases.

CC cartels
(1) (2)

Strategic Delegation (SD) 3.591* 0.786
(1.853) (1.970)

Comm. 5.595*** 2.559
(2.108) (2.232)

SD × Comm. -2.945 -0.194
(2.335) (2.509)

Round -0.028 -0.807***
(0.040) (0.052)

Round × SD 0.761***
(0.099)

Round × Comm. 0.790***
(0.074)

Round × SD × Comm. -0.755***
(0.134)

Constant -7.389*** -4.447**
(2.016) (1.975)

Observations (group) 40 40

(a) Cartel formation rates and CC cartels

Cartel formation
(Asymmetric cases)
(1) (2)

asym 1.601*** 2.697**
(0.541) (1.224)

Comm. 3.860** 4.550**
(1.572) (1.871)

Round 0.010 0.129
(0.074) (0.174)

Round × asym -0.168
(0.138)

Round × Comm. -0.107
(0.163)

Round × asym × Comm. 0.076
(0.094)

Constant -4.742*** -5.677***
(1.176) (1.742)

Observations (group) 20 20

(b) Cartels in asymmetric cases

Table A1: Cartel formation
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C Instructions (SC treatment)

General instruction

This is an experiment in economic decision-making in a market. In the experiment, you

will be grouped with three other participants. Each group corresponds to a market consisting

of two firms, 1 and 2. Each firm has one owner and one manager. You will have a role of

either an owner or a manager in a firm. Your role is kept until the end of this experiment.

The experiment consists of 16 rounds in total.

Your earnings today will be determined by your and others’ choices. If you follow the

instructions carefully and make good decisions, you can earn a considerable amount of money.

The currency used in the experiment is the ’Point.’ If your role is an owner, 2,000 points are

worth 1 dollar. If your role is a manager, 200 points are worth 1 dollar. You can see how much

you earn at the end of each round, and then points will be converted to dollars after all 16

rounds are completed. In addition, you receive a show-up fee for completing the experiment.

Each round consists of two stages. The table below describes what each role should do in

stages.

Stage A participant’s role What does each participant What do the decisions
select in each stage? in each stage affect?

1 Owner P or R Earnings

Earnings and fine
2 Manager A or B (Fine is imposed with a 15% chance

if both managers choose A.)

In the first stage of each round, the participants who have a role of an owner select one

between two strategies P and R. Your selection affects not only your earnings, but also your

manager’s earnings. At the end of the first stage in each round, there is an announcement

to all participants about what strategies owners select in stage 1. Managers wait for owners’

decisions during stage 1.

After the first stage is completed, managers chat with each other for one minute. A payoff

table depending on the owners’ selection in stage 1 will be given to managers. During a chat,

managers can talk with each other freely, but managers must not share personal information

with others. No one who violates the rule will get any points.

In the second stage, managers choose (i) to join a market agreement (A) or (ii) not to join

it (B). If both managers choose A, there is a 15% chance that owners and managers will pay a

fine. Otherwise, no fine is imposed on anyone. Owners wait for managers’ chat and decisions

during stage 2. After stage 2, earnings and fines for participants are decided, and then a round

is completed.
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Instructions for each stage

Stage 1 - Owners’ decisions

In stage 1 of each round, owners choose P or R. The table below indicates the owners’ earnings.

P and R in gray cells mean owners’ possible choices. A and B in blue cells mean managers’ possible

choices. Owners’ choices in stage 1 decide one among four cases, P and P, P and R, R and P, and R

and R. Then, owners’ earnings will be one of the black numbers in boldface type in the table case by

case.

Suppose you are an owner. Then, earnings in the four possible cases are as follows;

- If you select P and the other owner selects P, then your earnings will be 1250 or 925 or 1406 or 1111.

- If you select P and the other owner selects R, then your earnings will be 1125 or 702 or 1225 or 630.

- If you select R and the other owner selects P, then your earnings will be 1350 or 1050 or 1222 or 846.

- If you select R and the other owner selects R, then your earnings will be 1200 or 750 or 1125 or 800.

Stage 2 - Managers’ decisions

In stage 2, managers choose A or B, which decides earnings and fines for owners and managers. A

different table for earnings is given to managers in stage 2, depending on owners’ selections in stage

1. Blue numbers in the tables below indicate managers’ earnings. Fines are already reflected on each

table. Thus, all you have to do is to care about your earnings in the table given to you in each case.

Suppose you are a manager. First, let’s look at the case that both owners choose P in stage 1.

- If you and the other manager select A, then you and the other manager get 125, respectively. With a

15% chance, you have to pay a fine, 23, and the other manager has to pay a fine, 23. With the other

85% chance, there are no fines.

- If you select A and the other manager selects B, then you get 93 and the other manager gets 141.

- If you select B and the other manager selects A, then you get 141and the other manager gets 93.

- If you select B and the other manager selects B, then you get 111and the other manager gets 111.
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The second case is that your firm’s owner chooses P and the other firm’s owner chooses R in stage 1.

- If you and the other manager select A, then you get 138 and the other manager gets 124. With a 15%

chance, you have to pay a fine, 26, and the other manager has to pay a fine, 23. With the other 85%

chance, there are no fines.

- If you select A and the other manager selects B, then you get 95 and the other manager gets 145.

- If you select B and the other manager selects A, then you get 148 and the other manager gets 94.

- If you select B and the other manager selects B, then you get 88 and the other manager gets 107.

The third case is that your firm’s owner chooses R and the other firm’s owner chooses P in stage 1.

- If you and the other manager select A, then you get 124 and the other manager gets 138. With a 15%

chance, you have to pay a fine, 23, and the other manager has to pay a fine, 26. With the other 85%

chance, there are no fines.

- If you select A and the other manager selects B, then you get 94 and the other manager gets 148.

- If you select B and the other manager selects A, then you get 145 and the other manager gets 95.

- If you select B and the other manager selects B, then you get 107 and the other manager gets 88.

The fourth case is that your firm’s owner chooses R and the other firm’s owner chooses R in stage 1.

- If you and the other manager select A, then you and the other manager get 128 respectively. With a

15% chance, you have to pay a fine, 26, and the other manager has to pay a fine, 26. With the other

85% chance, there are no fines.

- If you select A and the other manager selects B, then you get 83 and the other manager gets 150.

- If you select B and the other manager selects A, then you get 150 and the other manager gets 83.

- If you select B and the other manager selects B, then you get 108 and the other manager gets 108.
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In addition, fines are imposed on owners with a 15% chance if both managers choose A. The table

below indicates each of the cases where both managers choose A, and fines are imposed on owners,

depending on owners’ selections. If you are an owner, the table will be given to you in your decision.

In brief, your total earnings rely on 1) whether owners select P or R, 2) whether managers select A

or B. Please click the next button to go to stage 1 in round 1.
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